Plot Ratio
Catalogue preamble
The artwork in this exhibition has been developed and completed in the preceding 12
months.
In the past, I have worked with ideas about the land, ‘the motif’, the panorama, land use
past and present.
Now that I am living full time within a rural setting I have been able to more fully
consider the usage of the land that surrounds me, be it farmed or reserved.
Mine is an individual idiosyncratic view of the locality.
I live in the district of Kentdale adjacent to the coastal strip of the south coast
where the rainfall allows for constantly green pasture. The herd animals, in the
main cattle, are well ensconced, comfortably fed and bred in their allotted space.
Notwithstanding the various cattle breeds, individual animals take on certain
‘attitudes’. I have worked with this idea in particular the Green Cow and 6 Cow
series.
I am always conscious of the ‘gaze’ – the vertical and the horizontal scanning,
reading and interpretation of open spaces. I am interested in the difference
between looking through a landscape, down into a landscape and a certain
‘tilting’ of the space which occurs. These concerns are apparent in the Plot Ratio
and Pastoral Idyll series.
The area around the Denmark / Kentdale districts is rolling pasture with
sometimes quite steep hilly stands of karri trees and outcrops of rock. I have
become conscious that you are constantly in sight of hills; it is not a flat space.
My interpretation of the local view is generic rather than particular, with the
exception being the Mehniup Hill panorama. This hill reserve seems to have a
local resonance that I immediately responded to as special.

With this exhibition I felt it important to present a fresh personal view of the district. I
would like to acknowledge the support and enthusiasm of Annie Brandenberg, the
director of GorepaniArt GALLERY who has made this project possible.
Paul Moncrieff
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